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Spin-off for Hubble Optics 
by Robert J. Aronno 
Tinsley - a technology driven Company · 
looking for applications for 
its technology solution 
Meeting the Challenge -
Making the Corrective Optics 
for the Hubble Space 
Telescope 
"The Work of Many Hands" 
The Opportunity 
The Semiconductor Industry needs • i >• 
Microlithography Equipment with even pl!)~ ;, 
Precise Optics to extend optical lithograph:y .> 
through shorter wavelengths to EUV at I 3fitijci/ 
The Proposed Program 
•• Develop an ultra-precision optics 
rnanufacturing factory 
- enhancement of existing base technologies 
- integration/automation for productivity 
- deterministic "expert" control system 
- manufacturing flexibility 
•sizes up to I rµeter 
•range of accuracy levels 
•variety of applications 
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Workl Leaders: Next CJcncrat.ion 
LiU1ography Tools 
Tinsley Laboratories. Inc. 
World best: Ultra Precise 
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Summary of Current Situation 
<II! DUY ( 126nm to 248nm A - l.5nm rms. to 3nm nns opt.ics 
accuracy) 
- Low departure asphcric mirrors can he fahricatcd to sizes > 
500mm 
- Medium departure mirrors arc hcing produced i11 sizes to 
200mm 
- Highly asphcric small mirrors (35mrn) have hccn 
(Huhhlc Space Telescope) 
·11! EUV (13nrn A- 0.25nm optics accuracy) 
- Demonstration optics have hccn completed to 0.6nm pn;ci:sj<)IJ 
"" Metrology 
- Existing rnctrology supports DUY optics 
- EUV mctrology is hcing developed 
